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Abstract: In the current scenario every Organization need to 

understand their customers' behavior, preferences and future 

needs which depend upon past behavior. Web Usage Mining is 

an active research area in which customers session clustering is 

done to find out the customer’s activities. It investigates the 

problem of mining frequent pattern and especially focuses on 

reducing the number of rules using closed pattern technique. It 

also reduce scans the size of the database using Agglomerative 

clustering technique using partial database scan. It is perform by 

Profile based Closed Sequential Pattern Mining with 

Agglomerative Clustering. It searches the next request page in 

advance using only partial web data not in whole web data. There 

is an advantage to no need take input as number of cluster. So it 

utilized a personalized weighted recommendation system based 

on user's interest with less execution time. 

      Keywords: Web Usage Mining, Prefix Span, Gap, Recency, 

Compactness, Data Stream, Closed Pattern, Data Mining, 

Personalization, Sequential Pattern Mining, Web Services, 

Agglomerative Clustering.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The popular medium of publishing is the World Wide Web 

is very rich source of information gathering. It making sense 

of data is difficult because publication on the web is largely 

unorganized. Web mining is also knowledge extraction 

techniques which discover access patterns from the web. It 

is divided into three parts, a) web usage mining, b) web 

structure mining and c) web content mining. The commonly 

used data mining algorithms are Association Rule Mining 

(ARM), Sequential Pattern Mining, Clustering, and 

Classification.     An ARM technique is used to find out the 

rules between items found in a transaction database. In the 

context of web usage mining a transaction is a group of web 

page accesses with an item being a single page access. The 

problem of discovering sequential patterns is that of finding 

inter-transaction patterns such that the presence of a set of 

items is followed by another item in the time-stamp ordered 

transaction set. The data mining algorithms are used to 

generate the association rule between the items, sequential 

pattern of access of items, and clustering of items. Web 

Usage Mining (WUM) is the application of data mining 

techniques to large Web data repositories in order to 

produce results that can be used in the design tasks and 

improve response time.      
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Clustering analysis is used to find out those items that have 

similar characteristics and group into it. It manages the 

group of user information or data from Web server logs. It 

also can facilitate the development and execution of future 

marketing strategies. It dynamically support or changing a 

particular site based on a visitor on a return visit. An 

application of existing data mining algorithms, e.g. 

discovery of association rules or sequential patterns, the 

overall task is not one of simply adapting existing 

algorithms to new data.     The WUM process is a file which 

having input from web user behavior as a user session files 

that gives an exact accounting of who accessed the website. 

It is also having the information just like what pages were 

requested and in what order, and how long each page was 

viewed. A user session is a time interval where a web user 

accesses the pages that occur during a single visit to a 

website. The web users access related all the information 

contained in a raw web server log. It does not reliably 

represent a user session file for a number of reasons. So that 

selectively information converts into tabular form and after 

that apply data mining technique. After getting result it 

produces some meaningful and useful information. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In 2013, Omar Zaarour, Mohamad Nagi [14] proposed an 

improvement of the web log mining procedure and to the 

prediction of online navigational pattern. It proposed for 

session identification using a refined time-out based 

heuristic. After detect the navigational pattern by using a 

specific density based algorithm. Now finally, a new 

proposed method for efficient online prediction is also 

recommended for applicability.      In 2016, Doddegowda B 

J, G T Raju, Sunil Kumar S Manvi [16] having approach to 

personalize the information available on the Web according 

to user requirements. It adjusts the information/services  

delivered  by  a  Web  to  the  needs  of each  user  or  group  

of  users to find the behavioral patterns.   

 

Fig. 2: System Architecture 
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In 2016, Minubhai Chaudhari and Chirag Mehta [17] 

proposed a prefixspan algorithm with GRC constraints 

which generates sequential patterns by using prefix 

projected pattern growth approach. It uses gap, compactness 

and recency constraints during sequential pattern mining 

process. The gap constraint applies limit on the separation of 

two consecutive transactions of discovered patterns, recency 

constraint makes patterns to quickly adapt the latest 

behaviors and compactness constraint make sure reasonable 

time spans for the discovered patterns. 

   In 2016, Fan Muhan, Shao Sujie, and Rui Lanlan [18] 

proposes a method for mining the frequent closed patterns in 

a sliding window to capture information timely and 

accurately when new data stream arrives. Here each basic 

window is used to store the Closed Pattern-tree in sliding 

window updates which is incrementally updated and delete 

the infrequent or unclosed patterns. 

   In 2017, H. Ryang [19] propose a novel algorithm for 

finding high utility patterns in the list structure over data 

streams on the basis of a sliding window mode.  It avoid the 

generation of candidate patterns to improve the efficiently 

works in complex dynamic systems.   

   In 2017 Bing Zhang and Guoyan Huang [20] proposed an 

approach  to  efficiently  mine  sequential pattern using 

influential  functions  based  on  software  execution  

sequence. It can occur multiple times in a trace, which leads 

to high cost of time and extreme complexity of the research.  

 

Fig. 1: Sequence Data Modeling Process 

It is designed to remove repetitive patterns in software and 

software influential nodes mining algorithm to put forward 

for mine influential functions in software and to rank them 

by the rank-index.  

III. ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUS WORK 

The following table shows the analysis of previous and current work:– 

S. N. Authors Title Advantage DisAdv. 

1. 
Bing Zhang and 

Guoyan Huang 

Approach to mine influential 

functions based on software 

execution sequence 

An  effective  and 

accurate one which 

combines advantages of 

the Page Rank and Degree 

based algorithms 

It suffers from privilege 

protection loss in a release 

pair when it was definitely 

protected on all execution 

paths 

2. 

Minubhai 

Chaudhari and 

Chirag Mehta 

Extension of Prefix Span 

Approach with GRC 

Constraints for Sequential 

Pattern Mining 

It provides latest 

behaviors with reasonable 

time spans for the 

discovered patterns 

The observed composition 

rules into the guessing rule 

set 

3. 

Fan Muhan, Shao 

Sujie, and Rui 

Lanlal 

A Mining Algorithm for 

Frequent Closed Pattern on 

Data Stream Based on Sub 

Structure Compressed in 

Prefix-Tree 

The window partitioning 

method to balance the 

time cost of mining closed 

patterns 

The verification of their 

opacity without need for the 

original models 

4. 

Doddegowda B J, 

G T Raju, Sunil 

Kumar S Manvi 

Extraction of Behavioral 

Patterns from Preprocessed 

Web Usage Data for Web 

Personalization 

It provide better services 

in the web of each  user  

or  group  of  users for 

their  behavioral patterns 

The local conditional 

probability distribution of 

each node, which is 

calculated accordingly 

 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed Profile based Closed Sequential Pattern 

Mining using Agglomerative Clustering approach is applied 

for discover frequent sequential patterns item in a cluster by 

using Agglomerative algorithm which produce the cluster of 

web data set. This cluster is used to access the partial web 

data set not whose web data set. So at this time this cluster 

data tree having the web pages of website in proportional 

sessions can access partially.  

    The following Fig. 3 shows that the process of proposed 

algorithm which generate useful closed sequential pattern 

using web data. 
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Fig. 3: The Process of Proposed Algorithm 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research it scan only partial database not the whole 

database so that multiple scanning of database will be 

reduced and response time is increases. It enhanced 

reflection of importance of pages by using min-max weight 

and support of every page by using min-max weight of 

pages updating automatically by using web services. 

    It is identifying the user previous search subjects and 

topics so that current search will be more up to the point. So 

information gathered could be used to offer feedback to 

users on their use of the internet. It enables the effective 

tracking for the development and also improvement of the 

user interface in software by analyzing user behavior. 

    In future work, other data mining algorithms can be 

implemented in cloud to efficiency handle big data of many 

Hospital website in distributed environment for finding any 

critical diseases.  
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